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Port Designs COURCHEVEL (160518)
Trolley, Nylon, Black, 15,6'' laptop compatible, tablet 10.1'' compatible, Front pocket with
built-in organizer
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 63.24 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 13.28 €

Product details:
Product code: 160518
EAN: 3567041605184
Manufacturer: Port Designs

76.52 €

Product is discontinued. You
can not order it anymore.

* VAT included
A trolley case designed to carry and protect your 15,6'' laptop with a polyethylene frame providing strength and
reinforcement. A large compartment for your personal belongings separated from the notebook compartment ensure
than your professional and the private items do not mix while on the go. Your tablet will find its place in the pocket which
is specially dedicated to her, Your A4 documents and accessories will find place in dedicated pockets. The front and
rear pockets allow you a quick access to airplane tickets, ID papers etc... The integrated telescopic handle is composed
of three sections of high-strength aluminium. Two PVC wheels of 8 cm diameter with high end silence ball bearing
ensure a fluid and silent movement.
Main specifications:

Features
Type:
Colour of product:
Expandable:
Material:
Number of wheels:
Locking type:
Pull rod:
Number of bags:

Trolley
Black
N
Nylon
2 wheel(s)
Zipper
Y
3 pc(s)

Weight & dimensions
Size:
Bag width:
Bag depth:
Bag height:
Bag weight:

15.6 "
450 mm
220 mm
400 mm
2860 g

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

